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Clive Cussler Fargo
The husband-and-wife treasure-hunting team of Sam and
Remi Fargo return in a new adventure as they search for an
ancient scroll--which carries a deadly curse--in this thrilling
addition to Clive Cussler's bestselling series. In 533 A.D., the
last Vandal ruler in North Africa consults an oracle on how to
defeat the invading Byzantine army. The oracle tells the king
that a high priestess cast a curse upon the Vandal Kingdom
after a sacred scroll was stolen. In order to lift the curse, the
scroll must be returned to its rightful home. But the kingdom
falls before the scroll is found, leaving its location a great
mystery. . . until a current day archeological dig, funded by
Sam and Remi Fargo, uncovers some vital clues. The search
for the ancient scroll is put on hold when the Fargos learn that
a shipment of supplies intended for their charitable
foundation's school has been stolen, and they travel to
Nigeria to deliver new supplies themselves. But their mission
becomes infinitely more complicated when they run afoul of a
band of robbers. The group takes Remi and several students
hostage, and there are signs that the kidnapping is related to
the missing scroll. The Fargos need all their skills to save the
lives of the young girls at the school before they uncover the
hidden treasure. . . and lift the deadly curse.
Fearless adventurer Dirk Pitt must unravel a historical
mystery of epic importance in the latest novel in the beloved
New York Times bestselling series created by the “grand
master of adventure” Clive Cussler. In 1959 Tibet, a Buddhist
artifact of immense importance was seemingly lost to history
in the turmoil of the Communist takeover. But when National
Underwater and Marine Agency Director Dirk Pitt discovers a
forgotten plane crash in the Philippine Sea over 60 years
later, new clues emerge to its hidden existence. But Pitt and
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his compatriot Al Giordino have larger worries when they are
ordered to recover a failed hypersonic missile from Luzon
Strait. Only someone else is after it, too…a rogue Chinese
military team that makes their own earthshattering discovery,
hijacking a ship capable of stirring the waters of the deep into
a veritable Devil’s Sea. From the cold dark depths of the
Pacific Ocean to the dizzying heights of the Himalaya
Mountains, only Dirk Pitt and his children, Summer and Dirk
Jr., can unravel the mysteries that will preserve a religion,
save a nation…and save the world from war.
When Isaac Bell attempts to decipher the forbidding deaths of
nine men, he encounters a secret so powerful it could dictate
the fate of the world in this riveting thriller by the #1 New York
Times-bestselling author. A century apart, NUMA Director
Dirk Pitt and detective Isaac Bell team up to unlock the truth
about the most famous maritime disaster of all time. In the
present day, Pitt makes a daring rescue from inside an
antiquated submersible in the waters off New York City. His
reward afterward is a document left behind a century earlier
by legendary detective Isaac Bell--a document that reopens a
historical mystery... In 1911, in Colorado, Isaac Bell is asked
to look into an unexplained tragedy at Little Angel Mine, in
which nine people died. His dangerous quest to answer the
riddle leads to a larger puzzle centered on byzanium, a rare
element with extraordinary powers and of virtually
incalculable value. As he discovers that there are people who
will do anything to control the substance, Isaac Bell will find
out just how far he'll go to stop them.
An investigation into a 1943 mission during which a U.S.
destroyer vanished after it was deliberately sent into an
obscured field of electromagnetic radiation finds Juan Cabrillo
and the crew of the Oregon uncovering disturbing evidence of
a dangerous super-weapon.
Protecting a woman aviator whose violent husband has
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already committed one murder, Isaac Bell of the Van Dorn
Detective Agency oversees the woman's participation in a
daring 1910 cross-country race, which is being sponsored by
a wealthy newspaper publisher.
Husband-and-wife team Sam and Remi Fargo come up
against an old enemy while searching for a treasure that has
been lost for centuries in this exciting adventure in the
bestselling series by the Clive Cussler, Grand Master of
Adventure. Ten years ago, a chance meeting at the
Lighthouse Café in Redondo Beach led Sam Fargo and Remi
Longstreet on the adventure of a lifetime, hunting the
legendary riches stolen from the Persian King Croesus in 546
B.C. But they weren't the only ones. Someone else is after
the gold, and he's willing to kill anyone who gets in his way.
When Sam and Remi run afoul of a criminal drug-running
operation, their hopes of finding the treasure are dashed. But
with Sam's ingenuity and Remi's determination, they survive
their confrontation with the drug runners, and manage to send
one of the key players to prison. Though the cache of gold is
never found, life goes on. Sam and Remi marry--and years
later return to Greece to find the one treasure that got away.
Time becomes their enemy when the kingpin they helped
send to prison over a decade ago is released--and he has
two goals in mind. Find the legendary hoard of King Croesus,
and kill Sam and Remi Fargo. The Fargos know that as long
as this gold is out there, no one is safe. They return to
Greece for a final showdown--and one last chance to find that
elusive treasure.
Clive Cussler introduces Sam and Remi Fargo in Spartan
Gold. An ancient treasure stolen by Xerxes the Great . . .
Discovered by Napoleon Bonaparte . . . The clues to its
hidden location lost until now . . . Adventurers and treasure
hunters Sam and Remi Fargo are on a wild-goose chase. Up
to their waists in the Great Pocomoke Swamp in Maryland,
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they're hunting for lost gold. What they find instead is a small
Second World War German U-boat. Inside the submarine
they find a body - and a puzzling, incredibly rare bottle of
wine. This bottle was one of twelve taken from Napoleon's
'lost cellar'. But it is also a clue to a fabulous, ancient
treasure. One that Hadeon Bondaruk - a half-Russian, halfPersian millionaire - will do anything to get his hands on. For
he claims descent from treasure's one-time owner. It will be
his, no matter who stands in his way . . . Clive Cussler, author
of the celebrated Dirk Pitt novels Arctic Drift and Crescent
Dawn, presents his newest series, following the adventures of
treasure hunters Sam and Remi Fargo - beginning with
Spartan Gold. Praise for Clive Cussler: 'The guy I read' Tom
Clancy
"Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon face their toughest
challenge yet when a violent bank heist during the Monaco
Grand Prix decimates the Corporation's accounts. To get the
money back, Juan joins forces with an old friend from his
days in the CIA so they can track down a rogue hacker and a
ruthless former Ukrainian naval officer. It is only after the hunt
begins that the enormity of the plan comes into focus: the
bank theft is just the first step in a plot that will result in the
deaths of millions and bring the world's economies to a
standstill. The catalyst for the scheme? A stunning document
stolen during Napoleon's disastrous invasion of Russia. But
two hundred years later, it may be the thing that brings
Europe to its knees." --

Renowned marine adventurer Dirk Pitt returns to stem a
toxic outbreak in the thrilling novel from the grand master
of adventure and #1 New York Times-bestselling author.
While investigating an unexplained poisonous spill in the
Caribbean Sea that may ultimately threaten the United
States, Dirk Pitt unwittingly becomes involved in
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something even more dangerous--a post-Castro power
struggle for the control of Cuba. Meanwhile, Pitt's
children, marine engineer Dirk and oceanographer
Summer, are on an investigation of their own, chasing an
Aztec stone that may reveal the whereabouts of a vast
historical Aztec treasure. The problem is, that stone was
believed to have been destroyed on the battleship Maine
in Havana Harbor in 1898, which brings them both to
Cuba as well--and squarely into harm's way. The whole
Pitt familyhas been in desperate situations before . . . but
perhaps never quite as dire as the one facing them now.
Treasure-hunting team Sam and Remi Fargo’s search
for a Romanov fortune brings them into perilous contact
with an ambitious neo-Nazi clan in this New York Times
bestselling adventure. In 1918, a ransom of enormous
size was paid to free the Romanovs from the Bolsheviks,
but, as history knows, the Romanovs died anyway. And
the ransom? During World War II, the Nazis stole it from
the Russians, and after that--it vanished. Until now.
When a modern-day kidnapping captures the attention of
husband-and-wife team Sam and Remi Fargo, the
couple soon learn that these long-lost riches may be
back in play, held in trust by the descendants of a Nazi
guerrilla faction called the Werewolves. It is their mission
to establish the Fourth Reich, and their time is coming
soon. As the Fargos follow the trail across Europe,
Northern Africa, and South America, they know only one
thing. This quest is greater than anything they have ever
done--it is their chance to make someone answer for
unspeakable crimes, and to prevent them from
happening again.
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It's 1911, and Chief Investigator Isaac Bell is hired to find
a young woman, but is shocked after her murdered body
turns up. Bell soon learns other petite young blond
women are being murdered in cities across America.
Soon he's on the trail of one of the greatest monsters of
his time. Tall Premium Edition.P. Putnam's Sons.
Husband-and-wife team Sam and Remi Fargo face a
new exciting adventure in the bestselling series by Clive
Cussler, Grand Master of Adventure. The latest actionpacked thriller featuring tresure-hunting team Sam and
Remi Fargo.
Collects accounts of the underwater discoveries made by
the author and his team of volunteers dedicated to the
exploration of historic wrecks, including the Lexington
and the Arkansas.
PiratePenguin
“A very talented writer” (Lee Child), who is “smart,
tough, and right on the mark” (Catherine Coulter), and
“among the best writers of crime fiction” (Jan Burke),
Anthony Award-winning author Robin Burcell broadens
her canvas with The Bone Chamber—an electrifying
thriller that recalls the best of James Rollins and Dan
Brown as it races across the globe. An extraordinary
adventure that combines C.S.I. forensic investigation
with global conspiracy and ancient secrets of the Vatican
and the Knights Templar, The Bone Chamber is a nonstop thrill ride that never slows down.
DISCOVER THE LATEST INSTALMENT IN THE
FARGO ADVENTURES FROM BESTSELLING GRAND
MASTER OF ADVENTURE CLIVE CUSSLER The
legend of Croesus's riches has echoed across millennia.
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Stolen and hidden by pirates after the Persian King's
defeat in 546 BC, his staggering wealth was thought to
be lost to history . . . Treasure-hunters Sam and Remi
Fargo know it's out there somewhere. A decade after
their search for the King's gold first brought them
together, the husband and wife team return to Greece to
uncover the hoard that has always eluded them. But
they're not the only ones looking. The reappearance of a
vengeful and ruthless rival forces them into a deadly race
against time to find the treasure. And until it's found no
one is safe. Least of all Sam and Remi . . . With all the
switchblade plotting, globe-trotting action and explosive
intrigue that Clive Cussler has made his own, Wrath of
Poseidon delivers another white-knuckle ride from the
Grandmaster of Adventure. Praise for Clive Cussler 'The
Adventure King' Sunday Express 'Cussler is hard to beat'
Daily Mail 'Nobody does it better... nobody!' Stephen
Coonts 'Just about the best in the business' New York
Post
Clive Cussler's astounding Devil's Gate sees the return
of Kurt Austin and the NUMA team. Deep beneath the
Eastern Atlantic Ocean lies an extraordinary underwater
burial ground of ships and planes . . . Nearby, a
Japanese cargo ship blows up without warning. Racing
to help, Kurt Austin and the NUMA team are beaten to
the scene by heavily armed pirates. But when the
ruthless gang's own boat explodes as they're making
their escape, the men from NUMA are suddenly plunged
from a disaster into a mystery. Soon they uncover a
scheme involving the deadly ambitions of an African
dictator, the creation of a weapon of terrible power, a
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kidnapped CERN scientist and a deep-water graveyard
holding a lost aircraft and its precious cargo. As a
terrifying and audacious plan to bring the world's major
nations to their knees is set in motion, only Kurt Austin the right man, in the right place, at the right time - can
stop it . . . With Devil's Gate, UK number one bestseller
Clive Cussler shows us once more why he is the grand
master of adventure fiction. The ninth book in Clive
Cussler's bestselling NUMA Files series, Devils's Gate is
a novel that will have readers gripped right to the last
page. Kurt Austin, hero of previous titles Medusa and
The Navigator, must avert a disaster of global
proportions. Praise for Clive Cussler: 'Clive Cussler is
the guy I read' Tom Clancy 'The Adventure King' Sunday
Express
Husband-and-wife treasure hunters Sam and Remi
Fargo run afoul of a dangerous dictator in this adventure
in the #1 New York Times-bestselling series. While
scuba diving in Tanzania, Sam and Remi Fargo come
upon a relic belonging to a long-lost Confederate ship.
An anomaly about the relic sets them off chasing a
mystery—but unknown to them, a much more powerful
force is engaged in the same chase. Mexico’s ruling
party, the ultranationalist Mexica Tenochca, is intent on
finding that artifact as well, because it contains a secret
that could destroy the party utterly. Through Tanzania
and Zanzibar, into the rainforests of Madagascar, and
across the Indian Ocean to Indonesia and the legendary
site of the 1883 Krakatoa explosion, the Fargos and their
ruthless opponents pursue the hunt—but only one can
win. And the penalty for failure is death.
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Clive Cussler's bestselling Serpent will now be published
in our popular premium format with an exciting new
cover.
Only Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon stand
between two warring moguls and global havoc in this
thrilling suspense novel in Clive Cussler's #1 New York
Times bestselling series. Nearly two thousand years ago,
an Eastern emperor charged a small group with
safeguarding secrets powerful enough to change the
history of mankind. They went down in legend as the
Nine Unknown Men--and now two rival factions of their
descendants are fighting a mighty battle. Both sides think
they are saving the world, but their tactics could very well
bring about the end of humankind. Soon, Juan Cabrillo
and his team of expert operatives aboard the Oregon
find themselves trapped between two power-hungry
adversaries, both of whom are willing to use shocking
means to accomplish their goals. Cabrillo and the team
must divide and conquer as they fight dual threats, which
include a supercomputer at sea and satellites that can
wipe out technology across the globe--including the hightech weapons on board the Oregon. The crew must rely
on their unique skills to stop the tyrants in their tracks
and save the earth from a dynasty of terror.
Detective Isaac Bell tracks a killer across the nation’s
oilfields in this adventure in the #1 New York
Times–bestselling historical series. As Van Dorn private
detective Isaac Bell strives to land a government contract
to investigate John D. Rockefeller’s Standard Oil
monopoly, the case takes a deadly turn. A sniper begins
murdering opponents of Standard Oil, and soon the
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assassin—shooting with extraordinary accuracy at
seemingly impossible long range—kills Bell’s best
witness. Then the shooter detonates a terrible explosion
that sets the victim’s independent refinery ablaze. Bell
summons his best detectives to hunt down the
mysterious killer. But the murders—shootings, poisonings,
staged accidents—have just begun as Bell tracks his
phantom-like criminal adversary from the “oil fever”
regions of Kansas and Texas to Washington, D.C., to the
tycoons’ enclave of New York, to Russia’s war-torn
Baku oil fields on the Caspian Sea, and back to America
for a final, desperate confrontation. And this one will be
the most explosive of all.
Unstoppable husband and wife team Sam and Remi
Fargo face off against an obsessive millionaire hunting
for a lost treasure in this adventure in the #1 New York
Times-bestselling series When husband and wife
treasure hunters Sam and Remi Fargo try something
new, a relaxing vacation, a detour to visit a rare
bookstore leads to the discovery of a dead body. All
signs point to a book in the store that may contain a
secret map, an actual, ink-on-paper guide to a historic
fortune. The Fargos take up the challenge and find
themselves flying from California to Arizona, from
Jamaica to England. Racing against a vicious corporate
raider with an unhealthy obsession for this particular
treasure, Sam and Remi are slowed by a new betrayal at
every turn. It can only mean one thing: someone on their
team cannot be trusted. Buzzing with the chemistry and
wit of Sam and Remi Fargo, Pirate reinvents the classic
treasure hunt as only a Clive Cussler adventure can.
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The latest adventure novel featuring Kurt Austin from the
#1 New York Times-bestselling Grand Master of
Adventure. Kurt Austin and his NUMA team must unravel
a new mysterty in the new thriller in the bestselling
series.
Clive Cussler’s New York Times bestselling Blue Gold,
now available in ebook, is a heart-pounding thriller in the
NUMA adventure series. Kurt Austin navigates the
Amazon jungle in search of a legend that could change
the path of science—but secretive powers will do anything
to stop him. From deep within the Venezuelan rain forest
emanates the legend of a white goddess and a
mysterious tribe with startling technical
accomplishments. Few believe the tribe exists—and even
fewer suspect its deity may hold knowledge that can
change the course of history. For National Underwater &
Marine Agency crew leader Kurt Austin, an investigation
into the sudden deaths of rare whales leads him to the
Mexican coast, where someone tries to put him and his
mini-sub permanently out of commission. Meanwhile, in
South America’s lush hills, a specially assigned NUMA
crew turns up the white-goddess legend—and a
murderous cadre of bio-pirates intent on stealing
medicinal secrets worth millions. Soon Austin and his
crew realize they’re working the opposite ends of the
same grand scheme. A billionaire California tycoon is
poised to rise to power by monopolizing the earth’s
vastly depleted freshwater reserves and ultimately
dominate the world. Austin has a hunch Venezuela’s
mythical tribal goddess has some real roots in science,
and may be the key to locating a secret formula that
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could turn vast amounts of seawater into fresh. But with
each step into the bush, he and his NUMA team feel like
fish out of water—and must fight a deadly, twisting trail of
enemies through a dense jungle of treachery, blackmail,
and murder.
An 800-year-old treasure . . . An ancient cypher wheel . . . A
brutal murder . . . And a man who will stop at nothing to claim
what he considers rightfully his. Husband-and-wife treasurehunting team Sam and Remi Fargo have gone on impossible
missions before and faced many perils, but never have they
faced an adversary as determined as the one before them
now. The battle will take them halfway around the world, and
at its end will be either one of the most glorious finds in
history-or certain death.
The Tombs is the thrilling fourth Fargo adventure by Clive
Cussler. It's a prize beyond imagination. When an
archaeologist excavating a top secret historical site realizes
the magnitude of his discovery he requests help from treasure
hunters Sam and Remi Fargo. And in rushing to join him, the
husband and wife team are thrown into their most daring
quest to date. The clues point to the hidden tomb of Attila the
Hun, the High King who was reportedly buried with a vast
fortune of gold and jewels and plunder, a bounty that has
never been found. But as Sam and Remi piece together the
puzzle, the trail takes them through Hungary, Italy, France,
Russia, and Kazakhstan and not to a single tomb, but five.
And into the path of deadly danger. They are not the only
ones hunting for the High King's riches. The Fargos will find
themselves pitted against a thieving group of amateur
treasure hunters, a cunning Russian businessman, and a
ruthless Hungarian who claims direct descent from Attila
himself . . . and will stop at nothing to claim the tombs'riches
as his own. Packed with heart-pounding action and
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boundless invention, The Tombs is an exceptional thriller
from the grand master of adventure. The Tombs is the fourth
of Clive Cussler's Fargo Adventures, and follows Lost Empire
and The Kingdom. Praise for Clive Cussler: 'The guy I read'
Tom Clancy
The search for a legendary automobile threatens the careers
and lives of husband-and-wife team Sam and Remi Fargo in
this thrilling adventure in Clive Cussler's bestselling series. In
1906, a groundbreaking Rolls-Royce prototype known as the
Gray Ghost vanishes from the streets of Manchester,
England, and it is only the lucky intervention of an American
detective named Isaac Bell that prevents it from being lost
forever. Not even he can save the good name of Jonathan
Payton, however, the man wrongly blamed for the theft, and
more than a hundred years later, it is his grandson who turns
to Sam and Remi Fargo to help prove his grandfather's
innocence. But there is even more at stake than any of them
know. For the car has vanished again, and in it is an object so
rare that it has the capacity to change lives. Men with
everything to gain and a great deal to lose have a desperate
plan to find it--and if anybody gets in their way? They have a
plan for that, too.
The husband-and-wife treasure-hunting team of Sam and
Remi Fargo return in a new adventure as they search for an
ancient scroll--which carries a deadly curse--in this thrilling
addition to Clive Cussler's bestselling series. In 533 A.D., the
last Vandal ruler in North Africa consults an oracle on how to
defeat the invading Byzantine army. The oracle tells the king
that a high priestess cast a curse upon the Vandal Kingdom
after a sacred scroll was stolen. In order to lift the curse, the
scroll must be returned to its rightful home. But the kingdom
falls before the scroll is found, leaving its location a great
mystery...until a current day archeological dig, funded by Sam
and Remi Fargo, uncovers some vital clues. The search for
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the ancient scroll is put on hold when the Fargos learn that a
shipment of supplies intended for their charitable foundation's
school has been stolen, and they travel to Nigeria to deliver
new supplies themselves. But their mission becomes infinitely
more complicated when they run afoul of a band of robbers.
The group takes Remi and several students hostage, and
there are signs that the kidnapping is related to the missing
scroll. The Fargos need all their skills to save the lives of the
young girls at the school before they uncover the hidden
treasure...and lift the deadly curse.
While vacationing in Mexico, Sam and Remi Fargo discover a
skeleton with an ancient Mayan book, full of secrets and
information so powerful, many people will do anything to
possess it. By the co-authors of The Tombs. Reprint.
An 800-year-old treasure... an ancient cypher wheel... a
brutal murder... and a man who will stop at nothing to claim
what he considers rightfully his. When a visit to a rare
bookstore leads to an actual, ink on paper guide to a historic
fortune, the Fargos take up the challenge. They find
themselves flying from California to Arizona, from Jamaica to
England. Racing against a vicious corporate raider with an
unhealthy obsession for this particular treasure, Sam and
Remi are slowed by a new betrayal at every turn. It can only
mean one thing: someone on their team cannot be trusted.
Enlisted by an archaeologist friend to help excavate a topsecret historical site, husband-and-wife team Sam and Remi
Fargo discover clues alluding to the hidden tomb and
treasure of Attila the Hun and embark on a high-stakes chase
through numerous countries, where they are pitted against
dangerous adversaries. Reprint. 750,000 first printing.
Oceanographer Dirk Pitt traces a lost ship's mysterious cargo
to a scientific discovery that could reverse the dangers of
climate change in this novel in the #1 New York Timesbestselling action adventure series. When an act of sabotage
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aims to slow down a technological breakthrough in American
clean energy, it puts the United States on the brink of war
with one of its closest allies. Tension boils on the homefront,
too, as gas prices surge to an all-time high. To prevent global
catastrophe, Dirk Pitt and his children, Dirk Jr. and Summer,
must piece together what little records remain of the initial
experiment. They may not know how it was done, but they
know what their scientists were trying to accomplish: a
solution for global warming. Their only real clue might just be
a mysterious silvery mineral traced to a long-ago expedition in
search of the fabled Northwest Passage. But no one survived
from that doomed mission. And if Pitt, his family, and his
buddy Al Giordino aren't careful, the very same fate may
await them…and the world.
The discovery of a long-lost treasure. An enormous Russian
fortune has been missing for decades, believed to be stolen
by the Nazis from Russia in World War II, it fell out of all
knowledge. Until Now. A modern-day kidnapping. When an
abduction captures the attention of husband-and-wife team
Sam and Remi Fargo, the couple find themselves on the trail
of the legendary Romanov Ransom. Hunting a neo-Nazi
faction called the Werewolves, they find more than just the
ransom is at stake. The return of a terrifying evil. As the
Fargos trek across Europe, Northern Africa, and South
America, they know only one thing- they must prevent the rise
of a Fourth Reich, or witness the resurgence of the greatest
evil of the modern world.
Detective Isaac Bell's investigation into an attempted
assassination brings him to the site of the Panama
Canal--and straight into a nest of vipers--in the latest
adventure in the #1 New York Times bestselling series from
Clive Cussler. Detective Isaac Bell's wife has said that he is
always in the wrong place at the right time. This is certainly
the case when Bell thwarts the attempted assassination of a
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United States Senator shortly after meeting the man. This
heroic rescue is just the start of the mystery for Bell, who
suspects that the would-be assassins have a much larger and
more dangerous agenda--one involving the nearlyconstructed Panama Canal. While the Senator supports the
building of the canal, there are many, including a local
Panamanian insurgency known as the Red Vipers, who never
want to see the its completion. With millions of dollars and the
fates of two nations at stake, Bell heads to Panama to find
answers. After a deadly bombing at the Canal's construction
site, he is determined to stop the insurgents--or whoever is
funding them--before they can attack again.
There are many rumors about the bay off Guadalcanal in the
Solomon Islands. Some say it was the site of the lost empire
of the Solomon king and that great treasure lies beneath the
waters. Others say terrible things happened here, atrocities
and disappearances at the hands of cannibal giants, and
those who venture there do not return. It is cursed. Which is
exactly what attracts the attention of husband-and-wife
treasure-hunting team Sam and Remi Fargo. How could they
resist? Clues and whispers lead them on a hunt from the
Solomons to Australia to Japan, and what they find at the end
of the trail is both wonderful and monstrous--and like nothing
they have ever seen before.
Treasure-hunting team Sam and Remi Fargo must protect a
book that could help locate lost Mayan cities in this adventure
in the #1 New York Times bestselling series. Husband-andwife team Sam and Remi Fargo are in Mexico, packing
medical supplies in the wake of an earthquake, when they
come upon a remarkable discovery—the mummified remains
of a man clutching an ancient sealed pot. Within the pot is a
Mayan book, a codex larger than any known before. The
book contains astonishing information about the Mayans,
their cities, and about mankind itself. The secrets are so
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powerful that some people would do anything to possess
them—as the Fargos are about to find out. Many men and
women are going to die for that book.
The Kingdom is Clive Cussler's third Fargo Adventure.
Whether it's lost treasure or missing persons, the Fargos find
themselves in a heap of trouble every time . . . When Texas
oil baron Charlie King contacts Sam and Remi Fargo he has
an unusual request. He hired an investigator - and good
friend of the pair - to locate his missing father in the Far East.
But now the investigator has vanished. Would Sam and Remi
be willing to look for them both? Though something about the
request doesn't quite add up, Sam and Remi agree to help
out. It's a journey that takes the Fargos to Tibet, Nepal,
Bulgaria, India, and China. They get mixed up with blackmarket fossils, a centuries-old puzzle chest, the ancient
Nepali kingdom of Mustang, a balloon aircraft from a century
before its time . . . and an extraordinary skeleton that might
turn the history of human evolution on its head. Oh, and not a
few unfriendly people with guns and itchy trigger fingers . . .
Clive Cussler, author of the celebrated Dirk Pitt novels
Treasure of Khan and Valhalla Rising, presents the third
novel in his newest series, following the adventures of
treasure hunters Sam and Remi Fargo. The Kingdom follows
Spartan Gold and Lost Empire. Praise for Clive Cussler:
'Cussler is hard to beat' Daily Mail 'Cussler is the guy I read'
Tom Clancy
Sam and Remi Fargo search for a legendary lost city in this
thrilling adventure from the #1 New York Times–bestselling
author. Husband-and-wife treasure-hunting team Sam and
Remi Fargo have heard many rumors about the bay off
Guadalcanal in the Solomon Islands. Some say it was the site
of the vanished empire of the Solomon king and that great
treasure lies beneath the waters. Others say terrible things
happened here, atrocities and disappearances at the hands
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of cannibal giants, and those who venture there do not return.
It is cursed. The Fargos can’t resist the mystery, but their
exploration takes a turn when islanders start disappearing.
Soon the pair learn there may be truth behind the fables.
Clues and whispers lead them on a hunt from the Solomons
to Australia to Japan, and what they find at the end of the trail
is both wonderful and monstrous—and like nothing they have
ever seen before.
Treasure hunting husband-and-wife team Sam and Remi
Fargo must protect a discovery that redefines Totlec history in
this high-stakes adventure from the #1 New York
Times–bestselling author. Baffin Island: Sami and Remi
Fargo are on a climate-control expedition in the Arctic, when
to their astonishment they discover a Viking ship in the ice,
perfectly preserved—and filled with pre–Columbian artifacts
from Mexico. How can that be? As they plunge into their
research, tantalizing clues about a link between the Vikings
and the legendary Toltec feathered serpent god
Quetzalcoatl—and a fabled object known as the Eye of
Heaven—begin to emerge. But so do many dangerous people.
Soon the Fargos find themselves on the run through jungles,
temples, and secret tombs, caught between treasure hunters,
crime cartels, and those with a far more personal motivation
for stopping them. At the end of the road will be the solution
to a thousand-year-old mystery—or death.
Kurt Austin and the NUMA crew risk everything to stop a
cutthroat arms dealer from stealing a priceless ancient
treasure in the thrilling new novel from the #1 New York
Times-bestselling grand master of adventure. In 1074 B.C.,
vast treasures disappear from the tombs of Egyptian
Pharaohs. In 1927, a daredevil American aviator vanishes on
an attempted transcontinental flight. And in the present day, a
fishing trawler--along with its mysterious cargo--sinks off the
coast of Scotland. How are these three mysterious events
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connected? And, more importantly, what do they mean for
Kurt Austin and his NUMA team? As they search for answers,
the NUMA squad join the agents of the British MI5 to take on
a wide-reaching international conspiracy. Their common
enemy is the Bloodstone Group, a conglomerate of arms
dealers and thieves attempting to steal ancient relics on both
sides of the Atlantic. Kurt and his team soon find themselves
wrapped up in a treacherous treasure hunt as they race to
find the lost Egyptian riches. . . before they fall into the wrong
hands.
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